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Psychological support for animals in Kharkiv Zoo (22)
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: A chimpanzee is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: A chimpanzee is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: A chimpanzee is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Alcatrases are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: A hipo is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ostriches are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Giraffe statues are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: A view of a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: An eagle is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: An eagle is seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Swans are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Swans are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Swans are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Ducks are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Wild boars are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Flamengos are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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KHARKIV, UKRAINE - JUNE 18: Penguins are seen in a zoo as the zoo officials play music and waterfall sounds to reliefe the animals' stress level due to bombardments in Kharkiv, Ukraine on June 18, 2022. Abdullah Unver / Anadolu Agency/ABACAPRESS.COM
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